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Jack raised an eyebrow, not even sparing Jimmy another glance as he walked in front of the stone. He ignored all the other
noises as he sat down.

The discussions around him got louder, wondered what sort of excuse he would have, but he actually went over.

“What could his excuse be? With things at this stage, excuses are useless. He’s the one who brought this onto himself. He’s
already said so many nasty things. He no longer has any path to retreat to. I want to see how he’ll act after his results are out!”

“I’m really looking forward to the results too. His expression will definitely be very interesting. He won’t be able to say anything
then!”

“Who knows? This guy always surprises us. He might end up with a lot of excuses once the results are out, but it will all be
useless then.”

Jack took a deep breath, not caring about what everyone else was saying at all. He shut his eyes, and his soul was sent into the
illusory stone.

Suddenly, his body felt blank. When he opened his eyes again, he was in a foreign space.

It was a completely green grassland. The space was flat around him. Looking over, the grass extended all the way to the
horizon.

At that moment, there was an old voice in Jack’s mind, “Choose your stage!”

Jack did not hesitate to choose the sixth one. That was because the order was not important to Jack at all.

After he chose the stage, six black figures appeared in front of him. All three of those figures had human shapes, but the details
were blurry.

He could not see them clearly, but he could see the weapons in their hands. All of them had silver swords.

The next moment, they started to charge at Jack.

Those three figures were using upper earth rank techniques. They were nothing in Jack’s eyes.

Jack frowned slightly as he started to form seals. Ninety Soul Swords materialized in front of him.

Jack clapped his hands, and the Soul Swords condensed into three large ones. He pushed forward and struck all three of those
figures.

In just a moment, the Soul Swords pierced into the figures. The figures did not even last for half a second before they turned into
gray mist, disappearing into thin air.

At that moment, Jack was completely emotionless. However, the outside world was not as calm as Jack. It only took three
seconds after Jack shut his eyes before the sixth crystal lit up.

Everyone had still been talking when someone exclaimed, “What?! That’s quick!”

They had still been insulting Jack when the sound attracted their attention. Everyone looked over to see the lit-up crystal, and
they could not remain calm.

Even though it was the crystal that represented the sixth stage, it was still way too fast. They felt like Jack had just shut his eyes
when the crystal lit up. That speed was incredibly quick!

The large-mouthed man pursed his lips, “There’s nothing to be surprised about. It’s just the sixth stage, no matter how fast he
was. This guy must just be trying to shock us! He probably paid a large price to do this. He must have used up all his true
energy! If I don’t hold back at all, I could finish the sixth stage that quick too!”
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